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Abstract: 

The word  Terroris m in  today’s era has percolated in  everybody’s life. It has assumed a significant and dangerous dimension. T he 

recent terrorist attacks the world over have demonstrated that the public build ings and the common man are as prone to such 

dangers as conventional security risk buildings. The most potent weapon any terrorist uses is RDX or TNT. These names have 

become as common as normal day to day words of English language. Today no building is safe. Once conventionally regarded 

soft targets are being used by the terrorists in a big way to cause damage and gain publicity. Incorporation of certain terrorist 

resistant design features can reduce the damage to human life and property. The success of adaptation of these terrorist resistant 

design features would be quite evident when an engineer o r an architect working at the g rass root level would imbibe them in 

planning and execution of his projects. The objective of this study is to shed light on terrorist resistant building d esign theories, 

the enhancement of building security against the effects of exp losives in both architectural and management point of view. Firstly, 

explosives and exp losion types have been explained briefly. In addition, the general aspects of exp losion process have been 

presented to clarify the effects of explosives on buildings. 
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I. INTRO DUCTION 

Terrorist attacks on buildings may not be eliminated 

completely, but the effects of these attacks on buildings and 

structures can be mitigated to a large extent with precautions 

and pre-emptive strategies. Understanding the building and 

its functional use, and possible threats due to terrorist attacks, 

is essential in identifying strategies that are most likely to be 

effective to prevent detrimental effects of the attacks. The 

cost of upgrading the building for a “certain level” of 

resistance against terrorist threats may not be significant as 

compared to the overall lifetime costs of the building 

(including the land value, and security monitoring). This 

chapter describes these aspects along with architectural and 

management issues related to terrorist resistant building 

management. Damage to the assets, loss of life and social 

panic are factors that have to be minimized if the threat of 

terrorist action cannot be stopped. Designing the structures to 

be fully blast resistant is not a realistic and economical 

option, however current engineering and architectural 

knowledge can enhance the new and existing buildings to 

mitigate the effects of an exp losion.  

1.1 Hazards from Terrorism, and Consequences  

Broadly, terrorist attack can be classified into the following 

five categories: 

(a) Explosion: 

This refers to air-borne or grounded detonation of explosive 

devices on or near targets. The detonator can be carried by 

hand, delivered by vehicles, hurled as projectiles, or placed 

in the usual supplies to the building including mail. The 

detonators can be non-nuclear type or nuclear-type. 

Explosions almost instantaneously damage the built 

environment. If more devices than one are used in a chain, 

then the duration of the threat is enhanced and the extent of 

damage is greater. 

(b) Arson: 

This refers to initiation of fire at or near targets. The fire can 

be initiated by direct contact or by a projectile carrying an 

accelerant. The threat can last from minutes to hours. 

(c) Armed Attack: 

This refers to tactical assault or sniper attacks from remote 

location. The attack can be by ballis tics using small arms, or 

by stand-off weapons using rocket propelled grenades or 

mortars. 

(d) Biological, Chemical, Nuclear and Radiological 

Attack: 

This refers to contamination or dispersion of the natural or 

built environment that leads to harmfu l effects of humans and 

biological life. The contaminants can be solid, liquid or 

gaseous, and generated instantaneously at the site of attack 

by biological, chemical, nuclear or radio logical reactions. 

(e) Others: 

There are a number of other covert acts of terrorists that 

impairs human life and activities. These include: cyber-

terroris m (by corrupting computers or computer systems 

through the inter-machine protocol), agri-terroris m (by 

contaminating food supplies or introducing pests and/or 

disease agents in crops and livestock). 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A significant amount of research work on various aspects of 

terrorist resisting buildings published by many investigators. 

Some papers are briefly described below,  

1) Zeynep Koccaz, Fatih Sutcu,Necdet Torunbalci 

Damage to the assets, loss of life and social panic are factors 

that have to be minimized if the threat of terrorist action 

cannot be stopped. Designing the structures to be fully b last 

resistant is not an realistic and economical option, however 

current engineering and arch itectural knowledge can enhance 
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the new and existing buildings to mit igate the effects of an 

explosion.  

    The main target of this study is to provide guidance to 

engineers and architects where there is a necessity of 

protection against the explosions caused by detonation of 

high explosives. The guidance describes measures for 

mitigating the effects of exp losions, therefore providing 

protection for human, structure and the valuable equipment 

inside. 

2) A.Vijay 

Strategies for blast protection have become an important 

consideration for structural designers as global terrorist 

attacks continue at an alarming rate. Conventional structures 

normally  are not designed to resist blast loads; and because 

the magnitudes of design loads are significantly lower than 

those produced by most explosions, conventional structures 

are susceptible to damage from explosions. With this in 

mind, developers, architects and engineers increasingly are 

seeking solutions for potential blast situations, to protect 

building occupants and the structures themselves.  

 

III. METHO DOLOGY 

 

3.1 Methodology for Protective Design of Buildings 

 

The methods for protecting build ings against exp losions have 

been in existence for several decades. The design guidelines 

have been produced, particularly for high-risk projects such 

as military  facilities and embassies. In response to a potential 

threat of terrorist bombing attacks and the events of 

September 11, 2001, the private sector has became 

increasingly interested to examine whether design 

methodologies and construction techniques developed for 

military purposes could be beneficially applied to civilian 

structures. Many of the existing build ings have been 

designed and built with  minimum consideration of p rotection 

against explosions. It is also unlikely that the building codes 

will fully incorporate blast resistant design requirements in 

the near future. Without change of policy and greater 

awareness among the engineering profession, new buildings 

will be designed and constructed in a similar fashion. 

It is agreed that the most effective way to protect a building 

against blast loads is to stop the attack before it  occurs. If the 

attack does occur, the measures must be employed to ensure 

that the threat from explosions has min imal effect. This may 

be achieved by the implementation of a series of redundant 

physical and operational security measures as well as through 

achieving protection during the design stage. Considerations 

should be given how to: 

•Minimize the likelihood and magnitude of attack by making 

the building an unappealing target. 

•Prevent catastrophic collapse of the building to save lives; 

the collapse is inevitable but must be local.  

•Protect the people and assets from the primary and 

secondary effects of explosion (air-b last pressure, flying 

debris, etc). 

•Provide shelter to the occupants of the building during an 

explosion and facilitate rescue and evacuation efforts. 

•Enable rescue and repair efforts to be performed after an 

attack. 

A flowchart showing the methodology for protecting 

buildings against explosions is shown in Figure 1. The 

flowchart  presents the sequence of activities such that an 

effective approach for protecting people, property and the 

business can be achieved. 

 

FIGURE. 1 FLOWCHART OF THE METHODOLOGY 

FOR PROTECTIVE DESIGN OF BUILDINGS 

Planning and designing of a new build ing considering 

measures to mit igate effects of terrorist attacks on buildings 

can lead to a very d ifferent building than that developed 

without considering them. Also, many of the mitigation 

measures are relat ively inexpensive and can be easily 

implemented if incorporated in the early stages of design 

process. Thus, it is best to include these measures in new 

buildings from the planning stage itself, rather than include 

them after the building is built. Th is chapter describes the 

various considerations that need to be made while developing 

new build ings; these include planning, analysis, design and 

security of new build ings. 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURAL AND MANAGEMENT 

RELATED ASPECT OF TERRORIST RES ISTANT 

BUILDING 

The target of terrorist resistant building philosophy is 

minimizing the consequences to the structure and its 

inhabitants in the event of an explosion. A primary 

requirement is the prevention of catastrophic failure o f the 

entire structure or large port ions  of it. It is also necessary to 

minimize the effects of blast waves transmitted into the 

building through openings and to minimize the effects of 

projectiles on the inhabitants of a building. However, in some 

cases terrorist resistant building  design methods, conflicts 

with aesthetical concerns, accessibility variations, fire 

fighting regulations and the construction budget restrictions. 
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4.1 Building orientation 

In conventional design, orientation of a building means its 

orientation with respect to the path of sun, predominant 

natural wind direct ion and available natural lighting; these 

aspects reflect energy efficiency. However, in security-

oriented design, the primary concern is the protection of 

building and contents against possible blast effects, while 

energy efficiency takes the second spot. In security design, 

the primary  need is to increase the hardness of the structure 

towards the vulnerable façade. This is often achieved by the 

use of strong and blank defensive elements like RC structural 

walls, and avoiding vulnerable items like glazing on the 

façade of the build ing towards the potential exp losion 

location (Figure 2). However, while the level of protection is 

enhanced with this design approach, the lack of windows 

offers little  visib ility, and restricts opportunity to monitor 

activities outside and take appropriate protective actions from 

within the building in a timely manner.  

 

FIGURE 2: PLACING WINDOWS WITH GLAZING 

ALONG WALLS PERPENDICULAR TO STREETS.  

4.2 Shape 

The shape of the build ing has a significant in fluence on the 

overall damage sustained by a building under blast loading 

caused by explosions. In the path of the shock wave front, a 

building with an aerodynamic shape will perform better than 

those without. So, the main effo rt in identify ing favorable 

shape of the building is to identify  all its geometric features 

that prevent smooth aerodynamic flow of shock front around 

it, trap the shock wave and amplify the effects of air blast. 

Buildings with simple geometries with minimal 

ornamentation are ideally suited from security-based design 

considerations. There are two  basic exterior shapes of 

buildings, namely  convex and concave, the former are better. 

The latter shapes have a number of inside dead ends, called 

re-entrant corners, which trap the shock wave overpressure; 

examples are U- or L-shaped buildings. Hence, convex 

shapes are preferred over concave shapes. Circular plan 

buildings and buildings with circu lar corner surfaces have 

less intense reflected pressure than a rectangular building 

with sharp corners, because the angle of incidence of the 

shock wave increases more rap idly than in a rectangular 

building. (Figure 3).  

 
FIGURE 3: INFLUENCE OF BUILDING SHAPE ON 

BLAST EFFECTS ON BUILDINGS: (A) SHAPES THAT 

DISSIPATE AIR BLAST, AND (B) SHAPES THAT 

ACCENTUATES AIR BLAST. 

 

V. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

In this chapter we will d iscuss about the procedures followed 

in data collection processing and analysis. In our routine life 

we come across several information through print, audio and 

visual media, social gatherings and discussions. But have you 

ever thought how data fo r these information is collected, 

processed and analyzed? The collection of data refers to a 

plan for gathering data, informat ion from field  situations. A 

set of procedure is followed  to get the desired data/ 

informat ion from the field work in geography, to process and 

analyze the facts in a logical and scientific manner.  

In data collection process different sites were visited and a 

questionnaire was distributed among the construction project 

managers, site engineers/office engineers, and organizations 

managers with a good experience in construction field. The 

experts were asked to give ratings to the questions on their 

experiences. 

 

5.1 Steps in Primary Data Collection: 

 

Collection of primary data involves the following steps : 

1. Making oneself ready both mentally as well as physically 

for collecting primary data from field situations. 

2. Keep ing a field book/record book or diary  for writing 

relevant information, doing field  sketching or writing records 

of the occurrence of phenomenon at specific t ime intervals.  

3. Administering questionnaire schedule to the target groups 

of area people across sampled sites. 

4. Verifying the facts through cross checks in the answers 

and ground realties. 

5. Integrating the observations, responses and recorded facts 

in a systematic and logical framework.  

5.2 Questionnaire/Check List Analysis On Various Visits 

The Build ing Vulnerability Assessment Checklist is based on 

the various site visits and compiles many best practices based 

on technologies and scientific research to consider during the 

design of a new building or renovation of an existing 

building. It  allows a consistent security evaluation of de signs 
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at various levels. The checklist can be used as a screening 

tool for preliminary design vulnerability assessment. In 

addition to examin ing design issues that affect vulnerability, 

the checklist includes questions that determine if critical 

systems continue to function in order to enhance deterrence, 

detection, denial, and damage limitation, and to ensure that 

emergency systems function during a threat or hazard 

situation. 

TABLE .1 QUESTIONNAIRE /CHECK LIST ANALYSIS 

ON VARIOUS SITE VISIT. 

SR.NO 

VULNERABILITY 

QUES TIONS  

NAME OF THE S ITE  

RAJYOG 

RES IDENCY 

 

1 What major structures 

surround the facility site 

or build ing?  

Wedding Hall Near the 

Site  

2 Is a perimeter fence or 

other types of barrier 

controls in place?  

Fence is availab le with 

cement concrete wall 

3 Parking space nature ? Beneath the building 

4 Shape of  build ing? U Shape 

5 Is there vehicle and 

pedestrian access 

control at the perimeter 

of the site?  

Yes 

6 Is standoff distance is 

maintained? 

Yes 

7 Do signs provide 

control of vehicles and 

people?  

No 

8 Do public and 

employee entrances 

include space for 

possible future 

installation of access 

control and screening 

equipment?  

No 

9 Are critical assets 

(people, activit ies, 

building systems and 

components) located 

close to any main  

entrance, vehicle 

circulat ion, parking, 

maintenance area, 

loading dock, or interior 

parking?  

Main power supply 

10 What is the nature of 

access road ? 

Curve 

11 Is bollard is provided ? No 

12 Are black/white or 

color CCTV (closed 

circuit  television) 

cameras used?  

No 

 

VI. SO FTWARE ANALYSIS O F BUILDING 

3DS Max is one of the most powerful desktop 3D graphics 

programs availab le today. It is used for a wide variety of 

commercial and art istic applications, including architecture, 

computer games, film production, web design, fo rensics, 

medical visualizat ion, scientific visualization, virtual reality, 

and fine art.  This analysis is helpful for various buildings for 

their architectural view model analysis. Hotel Taj Mumbai is 

analyzed with the help of 3DS max software to avoid the 

terrorist attacks in Taj hotel and also giving the idea 

regarding the standoff distance,bollards and compound wall 

positions. 

 

FIGURE .4 HOTEL TAJ MUMBAI MODEL BY 3DS 

MAX SOFTWARE 

 

VII. RES ULTS  AND DISCUSS IONS 

The aim in terrorist resistant building design is to prevent the 

overall co llapse of the build ing and fatal damages. Despite 

the fact that, the magnitude of the exp losion and the loads 

caused by it cannot be anticipated perfectly, the most 

possible scenarios will let to find the necessary engineering, 

architectural and management related solutions for it.In the 

design process it is vital to determine the potential danger 

and the extent of this danger. Most importantly human safety 

should be provided. Moreover, to achieve functional 

continuity after an  exp losion, architectural and structural 

factors should be taken into account in the design process, 

and an optimum build ing plan should be put together. This 

study is motivated from making build ings in a blast resistant 

way, p ioneering to put the necessary regulations into practice 

for preventing human and structural loss due to the blast and 

other human-sourced hazards and creating a common sense 

about the explosions that they are possible threats in daily 

life. In  this context, architectural and structural design of 

buildings should be specially considered. During the 

architectural design, the behavior under extreme compression 

loading of the structural form, structural elements e.g. walls, 

flooring and secondary structural elements like cladding and 

glazing should be considered carefully. In conventional 

design, all structural elements are designed to resist the 

structural loads. But it should be remembered that, blast 

loads are unpredictable, instantaneous and extreme. 

Therefore, it is obvious that a building will receive less 

damage with a selected safety level and a blast resistant 

architectural design. On  the other hand, these kinds of 

buildings will less attract the terrorist attacks.  Structural 
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design after an environmental and arch itectural b last resistant 

design, as well stands for a great importance to prevent the 

overall collapse of a building. With correct selection of the 

structural system, well designed beam-column connections, 

structural elements designed adequately, moment frames that 

transfer sufficient load and high quality material; it’s possible 

to build a blast resistant building. Every single member 

should be designed to bear the possible blast loading. For the 

existing structures, retrofitting of the structural elements 

might be essential. Although these precautions will increase 

the cost of construction, to protect special build ings with 

terrorist attack risk like embassies, federal build ings or trade 

centers is unquestionable. The primary impact on project 

scope for site work will be the establishment and 

maintenance of standoff distance. That standoff will have to 

be provided to any location that is accessible to vehicles. For 

the stationary vehicle bomb tactic those locations may be 

limited to those that have legitimate vehicle access such as 

parking areas and roadways. For the moving vehicle bomb 

tactic those locations will need to go beyond the areas that 

are leg itimately accessible to vehicles and include those that 

are physically accessible. Depending upon the type of 

structure Indian Standard  provide the various criteria for 

standoff distances which is very important in  case of terrorist 

resistant building design. If proper standoff distance is not 

maintained then it  is very harmfu l for build ing design in 

architectural point of view.In case of Taj hotel Mumbai also 

standoff distance is 1 m which is very less than standard 

provided which is harmfu l for that building. It is essential to 

provide standoff distance more than 40 m. other site 

maintains their standoff distance as per Indian Standard 

properly which is more than 40 m which is useful for terrorist 

resistant building design theory. 3DS Max software analysis 

gives the 3D model related to the building against the 

terrorist attacks which is helpful for planning of architectural 

and management related points in the building. It also gives 

the ideas about the standoff distances, bollards keeping 

distances and parking related issues in the building.  
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GRAPH .1 COMPARISON OF STANDOFF DISTANCES 

AND VARIOUS SITE VISITS. 
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GRAPH.2 INDIAN STANDARD FOR STANDOFF 

DISTANCES OF VARIOUS BUILDING. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

The aim in terrorist resistant building design is to prevent the 

overall co llapse of the build ing and fatal damages. Despite 

the fact that, the magnitude of the exp losion and the loads 

caused by it cannot be anticipated perfectly, the most 

possible scenarios will let to find the necessary engineering 

and architectural solutions for it. The primary impact on 

project scope for site work will be the establishment and 

maintenance of standoff distance. That standoff will have to 

be provided to any location that is accessible to vehicles. For 

the stationary vehicle bomb tactic those locations may be 

limited to those that have legitimate vehicle access such as 

parking areas and roadways. For the moving vehicle bomb 

tactic those locations will need to go beyond the areas that 

are leg itimately accessible to vehicles and include those that 

are physically accessible. During the arch itectural design, the 

behavior under extreme compression loading of the structural 

form, structural elements e.g. walls, flooring and secondary 

structural elements like cladding and glazing should be 

considered carefully. In conventional design, all structural 

elements are designed to resist the structural loads. But it 

should be remembered that, b last loads are unpredictable, 

instantaneous and extreme. Therefore, it is obvious that a 

building will receive less damage with  a selected safety level 

and a blast resistant architectural design. On  the other hand, 

these kinds of build ings will less attract the terrorist attacks. 

All the characteristics regarding the terrorist resisting 

building should be kept in into mind while 

planning,designing of any type of building. Various aspect 

like refuse area, fire lift, fire tower, CCTV, bollards, fire 

extinguishers etc. kept into mind while planning a terrorist 

resistant building.  3DS Max software analysis gives the 3D 

model related to the building against the terrorist attacks 

which is helpful for planning of architectural and 

management related points in the building. It also gives the 

ideas about the standoff distances, bollards keep ing distances 

and parking related issues in the building. Software analysis 

also gives the details ideas about the taj hotel Mumbai to 

avoid terrorist attacks by providing bollards or barriers in 

front of building, standoff distance maximization, compound 

wall etc. 
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